Characteristics of spectral indexes of the blood pressure waveform in patients with breast cancer.
A tumor can induce abnormalities in vessel properties and the blood flow distribution. The aim of the present study was to determine if blood-pressure-waveform (BPW) harmonic indexes can be used to discriminate hemodynamic differences between healthy control subjects and patients with breast cancer. Ten-minute bilateral radial BPW signals were obtained noninvasively in 23 breast-cancer patients and 23 healthy subjects. The amplitude proportion (Cn), phase angle (Pn), and harmonic variability (CVn) were calculated for harmonics 1 to 10 of the BPW. C1, C2, and P1 were significantly smaller and P7, P9, CV2, and CV3 were significantly larger in the control group than in the cancer group. The differences identified between the breast-cancer and control groups illustrate significant hemodynamic changes induced by breast cancer at stages 0-2. The BPW harmonic indexes investigated in this study may be useful for detecting these hemodynamic changes and thus improving the sensitivity of discriminating between healthy controls and patients with early-stage breast cancer.